AMULET MOBILEBOARD™

A Work Tool with the Ability to Protect Life

The mobile markerboard is a tool common to work and school environments. Now, with Amulet®Ballistic Barrier technology hidden inside, it becomes something dramatically better...a life-safety device.

Why utilize a markerboard to protect life during an Active Shooter event? Simple. It is the essence of what we do – deliver state-of-the-art ballistic protection to public environments...invisibly. Protecting life without disturbing it.

Many security experts agree that mobile markerboards are an excellent form factor for the application of ballistic barriers. However, it takes Amulet®Ballistic Barrier technology to turn an ordinary structure into an extra-ordinary one.

The Amulet Mobileboard™ stops and absorbs a full spectrum of ballistics, including those from handgun, rifle and blast. It is uniquely designed to provide complete coverage for better protection should the unthinkable happen.

Features available with the Amulet Mobileboard™ include...

- Panels connect to form a safe space
- Certified to meet NIJ/UL test standards
- Variety of surfaces and finishes available
- Available in various heights and widths
- Easy-roll lockable casters for securing
- Opposing grab-handles optional

Amulet Intercept™ connectivity option

For More Information on these and other Amulet Technologies: www.amuletbb.com – email: info@amuletbb.com